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Tailor a Solution 
to Your School’s Needs
Our certified SIOP® consultants will help you design and 
implement a professional development plan to build 
sustainable capacity and close the achievement gap for all 
students, especially English learners.

When implemented to a high degree, SIOP® is proven to:

• increase student achievement

• improve academic content skills and language skills

• deliver results aligned to district objectives

• prepare students to become college and career ready

Professional Development

SheltereD InStructIon obServatIon Protocol
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SIOP® works for teachers of  
all students—especially ELs.
In an age of high accountability, the SIOP® Model offers an empirically-validated approach to teaching 
that helps prepare all students—especially English learners—to become college and career ready.

As a framework for organizing instruction, the SIOP® Model supports teachers in planning and 
delivering high-quality instruction for all students.

Pearson’s certified SIOP® trainers help educators learn the model, implement  
it in their classrooms, and build capacity throughout the district.

“SIOP® helps teachers plan and deliver quality instruction for all 
students. Bottom line, there is no other professional development that 
provides teachers with a complete model for instruction.”

— Dr. Katharine Garcia-Vance, Ed.D. 
District ESL/Bilingual Secondary Program Supervisor

Alief ISD
Houston, TX

A Proven Teaching Framework
Developed by Dr. Jana Echevarría, Dr. MaryEllen Vogt, and Dr. Deborah Short, SIOP® is the only 
empirically-validated model of sheltered instruction and a proven framework for teaching both 
academic content and language skills in ways that are more effective for English learners. 

Dr. Jana Echevarría Dr. MaryEllen Vogt Dr. Deborah Short
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Getting Started with SIOP®

Pearson partners with hundreds of school districts like yours to help educators learn the SIOP® Model, 
implement it in their classrooms, build capacity throughout the district, and close the achievement gap 
with English learners and struggling students.

Our proven professional development includes everything your district needs to get started with the SIOP® 
Model and get results in alignment with your district’s objectives and resources.

We provide your teachers and administrators with the training and support needed to learn and 
implement the SIOP® Model successfully. The first step is for all district and school leaders to learn about 
the SIOP® Model. The next step is to provide teachers with professional development in implementing the 
SIOP® Model. Continued support inside the classroom is available with our SIOP® Lesson Coaching and 
Modeling services.
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SIOP® Services for Teachers 
SIoP® training for teachers
This training gives educators an in-depth understanding of the components of the SIOP® Model and strategies 
to implement it in their schools and classrooms. We also offer SIOP® Training for PreK–Kindergarten Teachers, 
Elementary Teachers, and Secondary Teachers. 

 Implementation options: 3 days face-to-face, facilitated Virtual Institute, or blended onsite and online.

SIoP® for Mathematics teachers
This training gives educators an in-depth understanding of the components of the SIOP® Model for use  
in mathematics classrooms and strategies to implement it in their schools and classrooms. (3 days)

SIoP® and two-Way Immersion training for teachers
This training gives educators an in-depth understanding of the components of the SIOP® Model with a focus on how 
to implement the features of instruction in two-way immersion or dual language classrooms. (3 days) 

SIoP® component enrichment (8 components)
Each one-day session helps educators build a deeper understanding of one of the eight SIOP® components. 
Prerequisite: SIOP® Training for Teachers

 Implementation options: 1 day face-to-face, or a self-paced Online Workshop.

SIoP® Mathematics component enrichment (8 components)
Each one-day session helps educators build a deeper understanding of one of the eight SIOP® components  
for use in the mathematics classroom. Prerequisite: SIOP® Training for Teachers

SIoP® english/language arts component enrichment (3 components)
Each one-day session helps educators build a deeper understanding of one of the eight SIOP® components  
for use in the English/Language Arts classroom. Prerequisite: SIOP® Training for Teachers

SIoP® lesson coaching and Modeling
This job-embedded professional development supports teachers in planning, delivering, and observing  
lessons using the SIOP® Model. (5 days)

SIoP® observation and Feedback
This training includes a SIOP® consultant observing four teachers per day and completing the SIOP® protocol to 
provide feedback and coaching. Prerequisite: SIOP® Training for Teachers (1 day)

Full Suite of SIOP® Professional 
Development Services
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SIOP® Services for Leaders and Coaches 
SIoP® training for administrators
Administrators learn about the SIOP® Model, how to support teachers using the Model, and how  
SIOP® can have a positive impact on teaching all students, especially English learners. 

 Implementation options: 1 day face-to-face, or facilitated Virtual Institute.

SIoP® coaching and Implementation
This training helps districts develop effective SIOP® coaches and learn to successfully use the SIOP® Model  
in coaching sessions to improve classroom instruction. (2 days)

SIoP® coaching and observation
This training helps SIOP® coaches become effective by developing skills to support their SIOP® delivery  
and instruction. (2 days) Prerequisite: SIOP® Coaching and Implementation

response to Intervention for english learners
Coaches and Leaders will understand specific considerations, interventions, and instruction for  
English learners (ELs) in the RTI process.

 Implementation options: 2 days face-to-face, or facilitated Virtual Institute.

SIoP® Inter-rater reliability
Administrators and coaches will learn how to use the observation protocol to establish common  
standards of effective classroom lessons and rate the quality of instruction and the effectiveness  
of SIOP® implementation across the school or district. (2 days)

SIOP® Growth Services
SIoP® lesson Preparation: Focus on language acquisition
Participants review the research base for the Lesson Preparation component as well as critical research on 
language acquisition to deepen their understanding of the processes students go through when acquiring 
a language. This workshop provides the support needed to plan lessons that incorporate techniques for 
improving students’ language acquisition. 

 Implementation options: 1 day face-to-face, or facilitated Virtual Institute.

Developing academic language
Participants learn how to examine the language demands of different subject areas, write appropriate  
language objectives, and incorporate them into SIOP® lessons. This workshop is suitable for teachers  
who want to extend practice with building academic language and literacy skills and may have already  
studied the SIOP® Model. (1 day)

using the SIoP® Model with newly arrived Students
This training explains how specific components and features of the SIOP® Model of instruction can be  
used to make content comprehensible for newcomer students. This workshop is designed for teachers  
already familiar with the SIOP® Model’s components and features.

 Implementation options: 1 day face-to-face, or facilitated Virtual Institute.
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Books in the SIOP® Model Series
Trusted by more than 600,000 educators, this ground-breaking series is a must-have for anyone working 
with English learners and with ALL students in need of an empirically-based instructional model to improve 
student achievement and get our students college and career ready. Teachers, professional development 
coordinators, coaches, and administrators now have access to a wealth of indispensable resources that will 
help them effectively implement the SIOP® Model in any classroom.

The SIOP® Model Series will help you build a sustainable sheltered instruction model to help all students 
succeed and meet federal and AYP requirements. The SIOP® Model Series is intended for mainstream 
classrooms, and supports progress in language skills and content knowledge for all students. 

This series of books helps teachers plan and deliver lessons while keeping student language needs in 
mind. Language is the vehicle for learning, so students acquire academic knowledge as they develop 
English language proficiency.

“After only one year of SIOP® training, students achieved 
measurable gains on the Missouri Assessment Program (MAP). 
From 2006 to 2007, our teachers went through the first four 
components of the SIOP® Model. When our state test scores came 
back, it confirmed our teachers’ belief that this is a really good 
process that’s making a difference in students’ lives.”

– Ronald Tucker; Principal, 
Bayless Junior High; 

Bayless, Missouri
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SIOP® support that’s right for your district.
Making content comprehensible for english learners: the SIoP® Model, 
with enhanced Pearson etext – access card Package, 5/e 
ISBN: 9780134403298 • ©2017 • 360 pp. • $73.95*

Making content comprehensible for elementary english learners: 
the SIoP®  Model, 2/e (with cD-roM)
ISBN: 9780133362602 • ©2014 • 368 pp. • $65.20*

Making content comprehensible for Secondary english learners:  
the SIoP®  Model, 2/e (with cD-roM)
ISBN: 9780133362770 • ©2014 • 368 pp. • $63.00*

the SIoP® Model for teaching history–Social Studies to english learners
ISBN: 9780205627615 • ©2011 • 240 pp. • $43.60*

the SIoP® Model for teaching Science to english learners
ISBN: 9780205627592 • ©2011 • 240 pp. • $43.60*

the SIoP® Model for teaching Mathematics to english learners
ISBN: 9780205627585 • ©2010 • 192 pp. • $43.60*

the SIoP® Model for teaching english language-arts to english learners
ISBN: 9780205627608 • ©2010 • 216 pp. • $43.60*

using the SIoP® Model with Pre-K and Kindergarten english learners
ISBN: 9780137085231 • ©2012 • 144 pp. • $52.60*

response to Intervention (rtI) and english learners: using the SIoP® Model, 2/e
ISBN: 9780133431070 • ©2015 • 176 pp. • $52.60*

99 Ideas and activities for teaching english learners with the SIoP® Model
ISBN: 9780205521067 • ©2008 • 208 pp. • $53.60*

99 More Ideas and activities for teaching english learners with the SIoP® Model
ISBN: 9780133431063 • ©2015 • 256 pp. • $48.99*

Implementing the SIoP® Model Through Effective Professional Development  
and coaching
ISBN: 9780205533336 • ©2008 • 208 pp. • $63.60*

the SIoP® Model for administrators
ISBN: 9780205521098 • ©2008 • 120 pp. • $56.20*

Sheltered content Instruction: teaching english language learners with  
Diverse abilities, 5/e
ISBN: 9780137056361 • © 2011 • 168 pp • $54.20*

Developing academic language with the SIoP® Model 
9780137085248 • © 2015 • 160 pp • $45.60*

* Prices and availability are subject to change without notice. 
  Schools and districts save 25%! (Off of list price.)
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Create your professional learning path.†
The individual services within the packages may be exchanged for other Pearson services within this catalog 
that more appropriately align with your district’s needs. Work with your Pearson Account Representative to 
customize a pathway that is right for you!

SIOP® Services:

† Services are 1 day in length for cohorts up to 30 unless otherwise indicated. 

Growth

enhance Practice

essentials

essentials

enhance Practice

• consultation with leaders

• Diagnostic and research 
Services

• observation and Feedback (2 days)

• training for teachers (3 days)

• training for administrators

• lesson coaching and 
Modeling (5 days)

• component enrichments • coaching and Implementation (2 days)

• coaching and observation (2 days)

• Inter-rater reliability (2 days) 

District – Pearson 
Needs Callibration 

Meeting

beFore School StartS

DeceMber

School enDJanuary

beFore School StartS DECEMBEr

* Road Maps to be refined based on district needs.

Pearson Implementation 
Planning Meeting 

 Suggested SIOP® Implementation Road Map*

• SIOP® Training for Teachers (K–12)

• SIOP® Training for Teachers (Pre-K–K)

• SIOP® Training for Teachers (Elementary)

• SIOP® Training for Teachers (Secondary)

• SIOP® Training for Teachers (Mathematics)

• SIOP® Training for Administrators

• SIOP® and Two-Way Immersion Training  
 for Teachers  

• SIOP® Component Enrichment 

• SIOP® English Language Arts  
 Component Enrichment

• SIOP® Mathematics Component Enrichment

• SIOP® and Assessment for Learning with  
 English Learners

• SIOP® Lesson Preparation:  
 Language Acquisition

• Developing Academic Language

• Using the SIOP® Model with Newly  
 Arrived Students
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SIOP® works for English learners and struggling students.

 Results Snapshot: Brockton High School
Between 2003 and 2009, Brockton High School increased the percentage of English learners (ELs)  
passing the Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System by 255% for language arts and 158% 
for mathematics. Because of this success, The Rennie Center for Education Research and Policy 
profiled the bilingual program at Brockton High School as the most effective EL program among urban 
high schools in the state of Massachusetts. 

Brockton High School leaders cite the adoption and training of all teachers in the SIOP® Model as one  
of the key factors in the school’s success.

SIOP® works with multiple funding sources.
We know you’re under pressure to use funds wisely and show results. Our proven SIOP® Professional 
Development includes everything your school or district needs to get from launch to long-term success. 

Popular SIOP® Model funding sources include:
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Percentage of brockton hS english learners Passing 
Massachusetts comprehensive assessment System

“Why does SIOP® work for Brockton? It gives ALL 
of our teachers, our ESL teachers and our general 
education teachers, a structured and reliable format 
that can be implemented in their classrooms, and 
it increases the achievement of all of our students, 
particularly our ELs.”

— Sue Szachowicz, Principal 
Brockton High School

• Title I, Part A

• Title I – School Improvement Grants 

• Title I, Part C – Migrant Education

• Title II, Part A – Teacher Quality 

• Title III

• race to the Top

• State and Local Funds

• IDEA, Part B 
 (ask us how SIOP® works with an RTI initiative)
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Measure the Impact of SIOP®  
Professional Development
Pearson offers districts solutions to support and enhance SIOP® implementation. Take it to the next level 
by building district capacity and measuring the impact of professional development on teacher practice 
and student outcomes.

Would you like to have the tools to improve student performance by looking at 
classroom practices?
Research shows that as educators engage in high-quality professional development, the first  
observable change is in educator knowledge, then educator practice, and only then in student 
performance. Waiting to focus on student performance data limits your ability to see if your professional 
development is having the desired effect on actual classroom practices that lead to improved student 
performance.

Pearson’s Diagnostic & Research Services will help you to measure the critical elements of educators’ 
knowledge and practice, so that you know if you’re on a course to positively improve student performance.

Contact us to learn more about SIOP® job-embedded services that combine with professional 
development workshops to create an implementation path focused on delivering results.
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siop.pearson.com  |  800.848.9500  

Let’s discuss what a SIOP® implementation plan 
might look like for your school or district.
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siop.pearson.com
800-848-9500

Copyright Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
ISbn: 978-0-3288-8963-1

• Getting Started with SIOP®

• Full Suite of SIOP® Professional Development

• Books in the SIOP® Model Series

• Measuring the Impact of SIOP® 
 Professional Development
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look inside 
to learn more about:

SheltereD InStructIon obServatIon Protocol


